
Audiological fitting bulletin no. 52

How to use the Fitting wizard with mind440
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News from Audiological Research and Communication
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This bulletin describes the four main steps in fitting mind440 with Compass 
V4.5. The descriptions refer to the options in the Selection section and the 
Fitting section in Compass including the Preconditions, Sensogram, Feedback 
test, and Program manager windows. Please refer to Compass in order to see 
the details of the screen. Remember that Compass offers several help func-
tions to explain the different options in the program: Tooltips, Using this win-
dow panels and the help manual.

Selection
Compass will start up in the Selection section. In this window you choose hearing aid series and 
model and you can choose acoustic identity for m and 9 models. Under the model selection panel, you 
can see the recommended vent size for the selected hearing aid model. In the Selection window you 
can also see your client’s hearing loss and the fitting range for the chosen HA model. 

Selection window with two m4-9 classic flex hearing aids. The recommended vent size is 3.0.
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The first step – Preconditions
The first step in the Fitting wizard is to define fitting preconditions. Most of the parameters in the 
Preconditions window have been preset based on the age and audiogram data stored in NOAH/Info-
Track, but if desired, they can be changed. 

Preconditions window.
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Fitting type
If you have connected two hearing aids, Compass will automatically select the binaural rationale. If 
only one hearing aid is connected, the monaural rationale will be selected. The latter will result in a 
slight increase in amplification to compensate for the loss of binaural summation.

Age group,
The age group is automatically pre-set based on the age information stored in NOAH or InfoTrack. 
If an age younger than five years is selected, the paediatric rationale will be used to ensure that the 
smaller ear canal in young children is taken into account in the fitting. The paediatric fitting rationale 
is available for clients less than 10 years old. The age information is taken from the NOAH/InfoTrack 
database. An extra step will be added to the Fitting wizard, allowing you to indicate audiogram trans-
ducer information.

Hearing loss nature
The type of hearing loss (Sensorineural or Conductive/Mixed) is automatically selected based on the audio-
gram information stored in NOAH/InfoTrack. If a conductive/mixed hearing loss is indicated, the mind440 
rationale will automatically compensate for the conductive component with less compression and more gain.

Assessment of in-situ acoustics
In Compass V4.2 and later, you can choose how the AISA should be used; the default setting is “In-
cluding in-situ vent compensation in fitting”, but you have three choices.

Include in-situ vent compensation in fitting: This choice uses the results of the AISA vent effect as-
sessment for gain compensation in the fitting. The Sensogram is displayed as an AISA Sensogram in 
SoundTracker and speech spectra views (in-situ vent effect is included). The gain and output graph-
ics include the in-situ vent effect and gain compensation, as well as the effect of the vent-transmitted 
sound path.

Display assessment results only: Displays the results of the AISA vent effect assessment. No compen-
sation is applied in the fitting. The gain and output graphics include the in-situ vent effect and the 
effect of the vent-transmitted sound path.

Ignore AISA (off): Neither displays nor compensates for the vent effect. All performance graphics as-
sume a completely unvented shell/earmould (0 mm).

RECD
The real-ear-to-coupler difference indicates how much the individual ear canal acoustics differ from 
the acoustics of a standard coupler. These values are used in the calculation of gain to ensure the right 
amount of amplification at the eardrum. mind440 can be fitted with three different types of RECD. 

Average RECD is average for the age of the client.•	
Widex iRECD is measured with the m4-9 model. For more information on how to measure the •	
in-situ RECD refer to audiological fitting bulletin #59: “How to measure the In-situ RECD with 
mind440 (m4-9) and Compass V4.5”.
Individual RECD is measured with external equipment.•	
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Acoustic identity
If you are working with hearing aids that can be defined with different acoustic identities, this field 
shows the selection you have made. You cannot change the acoustic identity from the Preconditions 
window, but you can register the ear-set that your client uses. If you want to change the acoustic 
identity, you must go back to the Selection window.

Ear-set tubing
This option provides a drop-down list where you can identify the exact tube length that your client is 
fitted with. This option is available for fittings with the élan tube. You can choose between different 
tube lengths from 1-5.

Ear-set tip
This option provides a drop-down list where you can identify the exact ear-tip size that your client 
is fitted with. This option is available for fittings with the élan tube. You can choose between four 
different ear-tip sizes and the Custom ear-tip.

Vent diameter 
You can indicate the size of the physical vent in the hearing aid. The default setting of the vent 
size is the recommended vent size that was displayed in the Selection section.
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The second step – the Sensogram
The second step in the Fitting wizard is the Sensogram. The Sensogram is an in-situ audiometric 
measurement in which the user’s hearing thresholds are measured through the hearing aid. The pres-
entation level for the test tones in the Sensogram is set by clicking once in the value field you want to 
adjust/activate and using the arrows. The Sensogram window offers three different ways to present at 
tone during the Sensogram. The default setting is Mouse-over setting. A tone will be presented when 
you move the mouse over the tone button.  In tone activation you can select Manual. With this setting 
you can activate the tone button by clicking it with the mouse or by clicking the space bar. The third 
option is Automatic, where a tone is automatically presented when the level of the test tone is changed. 

A measured basic Sensogram

Once the thresholds in the four basic bands (500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz) have been measured, you 
can also measure one or more of the intermediate bands by choosing the Expanded Sensogram option. 
The recommendation is to measure the Expanded Sensogram in areas where there is a difference of 
10-15 dB between the basic thresholds. If the earmould or shell is fitted with a vent, it can be particu-
larly useful to measure the thresholds below 500 Hz, as this will enhance the precision of the In-situ 
vent compensation strategy in Compass (AISA).
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The expanded Sensogram initially shows the measured thresholds from the basic Sensogram. At the 
intermediate bands, the Sensogram thresholds are established by interpolation, and the black lines in 
the value fields indicate that you have not yet measured at the given frequency. To measure the thresh-
old at an intermediate frequency, simply click in the field and follow the same procedure as in the ba-
sic Sensogram mode. If AISA has been turned on in the Preconditions window, you will see that the 
Sensogram start levels are raised when you click at bands below 500 Hz. This is done to compensate 
for the loss in sound pressure at the low frequencies, caused by the vent effect.

The third step – the Enhanced feedback test
The third step in the Fitting wizard is the Enhanced feedback test, which serves to initialise the Ac-
tive feedback cancelling feature in the hearing aid. This system ensures that more gain (SuperGain) 
can be provided for the individual fitting without increasing the risk of feedback. If the available gain 
(measured gain limit + SuperGain) is sufficient to amplify normal conversational speech as prescribed 
by the fitting  rationale, an “OK” will be displayed in the Test result value field. If not, “***” will be 
displayed, indicating that the feedback test is not OK, either because the physical fit of the hearing 
aid/earmould is not acceptable, or because background noise interfered with the measurement. You 
should not proceed with the fitting until you have an accepted feedback test indicated by “OK”. 

The enhanced feedback test is also used to assess the in-situ acoustics if you have chosen this option 
under Preconditions for the hearing aid fitting. This is expressed as the in-situ vent effect in the Feed-
back test window. The in-situ vent effect is defined as the equivalent vent size in an average ear with 
an average earmould. Once measured, the in-situ vent effect replaces the physical vent size selected in 
the Preconditions window to ensure an even more precise compensation for the loss of amplification 
associated with ventilation/leakage.
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A measured Feedback test with OK result and 3.0 mm in-situ vent effect.

The fourth step – the Program manager
The last step in the Fitting wizard is the Program manager. Here you are allowed to select the number 
and types of programs you wish to enable in the hearing aid. mind440 can have up to five acoustic 
programs or combined acoustic programs end telecoil programs accessed by the standard short-push 
button use. SmartToggle gives you access to an extra Zen-program, Zen+, which is activated by a long 
push on the program button either on the HA or on the RC4-2.

The Program manager allows you to view the number of programs you have access to, whether you 
use a RC4-1, RC4-2 or no RC
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Program selection with three selected programs

You have now concluded a successful fitting with the mind440 hearing aids and you can proceed to 
Sound Explorer to evaluate the fitting. The Sound Diary is started automatically in the Fitting wizard.  


